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FROM THE EDITOR
SORRY IF THIS ISSUE of 5Alive is a bit sparse village copywise but
though we’re now coming to what we all hope is the end of the
coronavirus lockdown news from our five parishes is still a bit thin
on the ground. Plans are being drawn up of course, events are
being planned, dates are being entered into diaries and on to
calendars but the big question mark still hangs over everything.
What’s the betting that as soon as this issue goes to the printer we’ll
get a whole load of announcements about events we’ll all be
busting a gut to attend?
Anyway, while lockdown is still on, partly at least, one of its
upsides has been the many opportunities to get out and about and
enjoy the countryside we’re so lucky to live in. One of the things
that have I have enjoyed most is the view from the top of the village
here in Buckland Dinham across the valley to Alfred’s Tower to the
right and Cley Hill to the left, but, and it’s a big ‘but’, I have also
been blown away by the many beautiful sights, literally in some
cases, at my feet.
A year or so ago I went on a “Rambling and Photography” course
where the focus (pardon the pun) was very much on wild flowers,
fungi, leaves, tree barks, puddle reflections and so on, all the things
you might miss when you’re out walking, chatting, maybe even
listening to your MP3 player or whatever they’re called.
Which is why I was delighted when photographer (and next door
neighbour) Elisita Kemp, who, you may remember took that
wonderful shot of the ewe and her lamb on the front cover of the
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last issue of 5Alive, sent me the photo of the bluebell on this
month’s cover.
Bluebells are a fantastic sight at this time of year but we tend to look
at them as a woodland carpet not as individual blooms as she has
done. So next time you’re out for a walk – or even just walking on
the village streets you know so well – take a closer look at what’s at
your feet, in the hedge, growing out of the wall.
You’ll be surprised what you see.
Over to you! And there’s also a tip from her to get you going – it’s
on page 15.
It wouldn’t be right for me not to add a short note about the death
of the Duke of Edinburgh. It may not have been totally unexpected
but it still came as a shock to us all. Each of the Five Alive parishes
celebrated his life in a different way and between them the
expressed their sorrow not just at his passing but also for the Queen
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and her family. The funeral service was probably more moving in
many ways than the full state event that would have been the case
in normal circumstances, with those very sad pictures of the
Queen on her own. We wish her well.
Peter

FROM THE RECTORY
PENTECOST MAY 23RD
THE CELEBRATION OF PENTECOST this
month could be described as a birthday
party for the Church, as we remember the
gift of the Holy Spirit to the first disciples
(Acts 2:1-13). What are we celebrating?
God’s Promise: The disciples obeyed Jesus’ instructions as they gathered in the
Upper Room: ‘Do not leave Jerusalem, but
wait for the gift my Father promised’ (1:4).
They met expectantly in prayer for God’s
promised gift. Just as we look forward to
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birthday presents, how eager are we to receive more of the Spirit in
our lives?
God’s Power: ‘All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit’ (4). The
disciples needed the power of the Spirit to be different: not fearfully
gathered behind locked doors, but energised to make Christ known.
The Spirit can transform our lives into the likeness of Jesus and give
gifts to equip our witness. Although the disciples’
experience of this power was overwhelming, it was essentially an encounter with God’s love. For us, this can be equally emotional or quiet, but all are included, and nobody is excluded from this
experience.
God’s Purpose: The disciples ‘began to speak in other tongues as the
Spirit enabled them.’ (4). The Spirit empowered their witness, so that
everyone heard them speaking in their own ‘native language’ (lit: dialect, v8). We all have a story to tell of God’s activity in our lives and
it’s the Spirit who translates our words and actions into a language
that those around can understand! At Pentecost, 3,000 people were
added to the church in one day! What do we expect of the Spirit in
our day?

www.fromedecorator.com
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‘Let the Church return to Pentecost, and Pentecost will return to
her. The Spirit of God cannot take possession of believers
beyond their capacity of receiving Him’.
Thy Kingdom come
We will be praying for nine days as we lead up to Pentecost on
May 23rd.. For more details about the global campaign visit
thykingdomcome.global see our local campaign plans on our
Facebook @mellsgroup and on our website
www.mellsgroup.church.

For our services in May please go this link and choose the date
you are interested in, mellsgroup.church/mells-benefice-calendar.
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JOTTINGS FROM A COUNTRY
CHURCHYARD
FIRST OF ALL I must thank Peter for his kind and unexpected footnote last month correcting the ‘plums’ on my dog Ebbie’s tail to
‘plumes’.
The error was due entirely to my scrawly writing which Peter has
done a wonderful job of transcribing since he temporarily took over
the job of typing it from Lin who, having done it for many years,
has long learned to decipher my spider scrawl. Thank you both, as
ever, for so kindly enabling my inky-spider tracks to appear in
print.
Is it my imagination or is this the most exuberant spring for years?
Or is it because a glimpse of freedom beckons as well all look forward to getting about to visit log unseen friends and family? Or is it
because so many people have found their gardens a solace during
isolation and have re-kindled their gardening skills so that there is
more colour everywhere? Or is it because the councils have stopped
mowing roadside verges and corners so that wild flowers are appearing where they were unseen before? Or is it simply that good
old Mother Nature is giving us the treat of a mental boost compensate for that log dreary winter we all endured?
The weather can scarcely take credit, Mediterranean heat one week,
snow and hail the next But the froth of blackthorn blossom contin-

Want to use this space
promote your business?
Peter Corbett has all the
info you need
01373 466536
mellsmag@hotmail.com
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ues to drift over the hedgerows above fading snowdrops and now
primroses, wood anemones and emerging bluebells and garlic. Has
anyone noticed the large patches of windflowers and primroses - obviously planted as they are in well-spaced, tightly clustered groups
along the verges between Chantry and Nunney? Some generous
group or body has planted these and if not disturbed they will spread
to form a continuous river of spring colour in future years. Magical,
heartlifting and much appreciated.
Does anyone know who was responsible?Have they perhaps been
thoughtfully rescued from a site that was being developed? Such
kind work should be acknowledged.
Among the many birds nesting in my garden and orchard are the
ubiquitous wood pigeons. Always nesting , like the gorse ever in
bloom, the wood pigeons carry on almost year round raising two fat
squabs which, judging by the fledgling corpses and feathers I find,
seldom reach full maturity. I should think resident owls and visiting
hawks must regard them as ready meals. Poor old woodies but I
don’t think they mourn for very long. Just get on with the job again. It
struck me how ungainly they are when they are not in flight. They
waddle around the roof tiles of my long shed like old ladies with
painful bunions. One can almost hear them muttering: “Oh! Oh!
Ouch! Oh, me poor feet!”
The churchyard has had its first mowing of the season but only in the
planned ‘tidy’ areas, the make easy access for the maintenance of
graves. The cowslip which I used to see got mowed to extinction
years ago but last week I found four cowslip plants in an area where
they never were before in last year’s ‘wilded’ area. And now the violets are appearing in profusion and the primroses have multiplied
and spread to form a yellow speckled carpet beneath the cedar tree.
Also at the moment my special favourites the windflowers are opening their white start faces beneath the great conker tree. These, rather
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than multiplying, tend to diminish in number year by year, but the
delicate little colony still appears every March/April to enchant us.
The bluebells in my copse are becoming swamped by wild garlic, itself
lovely but I wish it would share space with the bluebells rather than
thuggishly taking over like newcomers driving out the older, gentler
inhabitants in a village. U think the garlic tends to be taking over
many woodland areas.
At this point in writing ‘Jottings’, I paused for lunch and switch on the
radio for the news heard the very sad announcement of the death of
the Duke of Edinburgh. I confess I shed a few tears, mostly for the
Queen. Although she was probably prepared – and I’m sure the family
were also aware of the situation – the loss of such a loved companion
and partner after so many years together must be devastating. And the
Queen, bless her, is no spring chicken and still carries the burden of
public duties alongside her personal grief.
Whatever one’s view of royalty I think the Queen and the Duke are an
example of a lifetime of selfless duty, loyalty and love while often having to deal with human family problems whilst in the view of a critical
public eye.
After that my spring twitterings seem rather trivial but we can hope
that the growing beauties of the spring may help to heal the Queen’s
heart in time.
Have a wonderful spring everyone and let’s hope we may meet each
other freely before long as the lockdown rules gradually ease.
See you in June!
Hazell
Fingers crossed there are no bloopers this time!

Peter

ROUND AND ABOUT
MENDIP COUNTRY PRACTICE
Dog Fouling – unfortunately we have recently been experiencing dog
fouling on our grass area all around the surgery. We would like to
remind the general community that the grounds surrounding the
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surgery are private property and not an area for dog walking. We
would ask that any dog fouling is picked up and taken away.
Thank you.
Covid Vaccinations - We continue to run the Covid vaccination
programme at Shape Mendip, Mendip District Council Offices.
MDC staff have worked tirelessly and collaboratively with Mendip
PCN to provide the venue, staff and many other facilities. We are
extremely grateful for all that they are doing and very much hope
that after the programme has finished we are able to build on this
collaboration and relationship with other services that both entities
provide.
We strongly urge anyone in cohorts 1 to 9 (this is people aged 50
and above, anyone in the at risk group, carers, Health Care Workers
or anyone in the household of an immuno-compromised person)
who has not taken up the offer of a vaccines to do so - either by
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booking on line - via the SMS message sent from their surgery,
phoning their surgery or getting in touch with the CEV Hub via
Facebook.
We will soon be inviting the next cohort, aged 40 to 49. Please wait
to be contacted by your surgery, either by SMS message, via phone
or telephone. We would urge patients NOT to phone their surgery
unless they have been contacted. This has put immense pressure
on the reception teams particularly over the last few days and
blocks the telephone system for patients needing appointments
with a doctor or nurse. We would also ask patients to check that
their surgery has their correct contact details particularly mobile
and landline numbers.
VILLAGE AGENT NEWS
Hello readers!
As the temperature rises and the days are lighter for longer, it's a
real boost for many of us that we can get out and about and meet
people outdoors!
You may however still be feeling anxious and isolated until
restrictions are further eased in the summer. If this is the case,
have you thought about joining a Befriending Service? CCS has a
NEW project called CHAT TO CONNECT for Clinically
Extremely Vulnerable People.
Do you want to meet new people in a similar position to you, with
shared interests? We know it’s good to talk and share experiences. We
can connect you with another person who is on the CEV list to keep
your spirits up – you are not alone. Complete the short online
registration form, and we will match you with another person with
similar interests and hobbies.
You may need some technical support in order to connect with someone
so we are also offering one-to-one virtual support with phones, tablets,
and laptops, downloading apps, and using Zoom or Whatsapp.
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We have people ready to help you get online and talk to others! Go to:
ccslovesomerset.org/chat-to-connect/
Other ways to connect to people
If you are on Facebook – find local community pages or covid
support groups. In the Facebook search bar, type the area you
live, and then select to view groups and this should give you a
list of groups where local people share information, ask advice
and start conversations with each other – it can be a great way to
get to know people in your area!
We are hoping to create a meeting place outside the hub in
Church Street where can we get together outside every
Wednesday from 11.30 for a chat and a catch up.
You may know of local groups where this is already happening
and we'd love to know about them.
Don't forget, Active and In Touch, Frome, are offering
befriending telephone calls and community transport in our area.
Their number is 07539 795261.
The Walled Garden at Mells is open and on Monday afternoons,
2.00 to 4.00. Free gardening and cuppa sessions called "Wild
Memories" are running for anyone living with dementia or
memory loss. You can call Zak on 07949 572849 to book a place.
CCS Village Agents help to bridge the gap between isolated,
excluded, vulnerable and lonely people and the services they
need to thrive (whether offered by statutory, voluntary or private
sector organisations. Village Agents live locally and support
people of all ages with a wide variety of issues. As always, please
get in touch if we can help you.
Nic, 07946461468.
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BUCKLAND DINHAM
RIP, PRINCE PHILIP, DUKE OF EDINBURGH
St. Michael & All Angels Church was open, for the first time since the
Crib Service in December, on Sunday April 11th to give thanks for the
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life of Prince Philip. Thank you to Paul Cary for hoisting the flag,
Peter and Sara Corbett and Peggy Harris for arranging a table with
a photograph, candles, flowers and a bucket for donations which
will be sent to one of the Prince’s charities. The church was again
opened on Wednesday evening for a lovely Service of Thanksgiving conducted by Father Clive. Thank you to Ros Bradbury for
opening the church also on Friday and Sunday.
We do look forward to having more services in the Church as
things improve, and hopefully to start our Coffee Mornings too. I
would be very grateful to hear if anyone has any news they would
like me to add in the next magazine, Meantime enjoy the lovely
weather, at least it is at the time of writing, stay safe and keep in
touch with each other.
Jill Wright
And a reminder… as Jill has mentioned we hope to be able to start
our very popular Coffee Mornings again on Saturday, July 17th
but whether we do or not depends not so much on the lockdown
becoming an ‘openup’ as on the availability of people willing to
lend a hand. This can be either on the day itself, serving, washing
up and so on or by baking the cakes the event has become so well
known for – or indeed both. If you want to become involved let
me know. And don’t forget we also need a churchwarden. Sara
Corbett, PCC Treasurer
SPEED WATCH UP AND RUNNING AGAIN
As you may have noticed Buckland Dinham Community Speed
Watch has started again. The aim of the Community Speed Watch
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is to reduce the speed of traffic and raise awareness of the dangers.
While the team has been in operation, there has been a dramatic
reduction in the number of drivers ignoring the speed limit. We are
looking for new members to support this great effort. If you would
like to help make life safer for our village please contact
bucklanddinhamme36@gmail.com
BUCKLAND DINHAM PLAYING FIELD
You may have noticed we have put yet another sign up. Although it’s
a very nice sign it is a shame that we had to fork out for it. We are
asking people to secure the gate to stop dogs getting in. You know as
well as I do there are no stray dogs in the village so what we are
really saying is ‘please do not let dogs use our park as a toilet’.
On a more fragrant note .... Spring has sprung in the park as it has
elsewhere, bringing with it the mowing rota. The grass needs cutting
each week in the season and though we have several people on the
rota we could always do with a few more.
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Also if you would like to do anything in the park to help, please feel
free using your own tools to remove ivy carefully from walls and
fences, strim grass in the play area
(leaving the wild flowers and the shrub), clear grass from between
paving slabs again leaving any wild flowers as we like to be as bee
and butterfly friendly as possible .
Any of this on a small scale could be a little gardening project for
children or grandchildren, there are lots of interesting bugs and
creepy crawlies to study whilst being helpful .
Our little park is not council run. It is looked after by a tiny
committee who are always on the lookout for new members.
Like so much our AGM has been delayed but we will now hold it at
7.00pm on May 27th in the Village Hall. Everyone is most
welcome to join us.
Meanwhile, thank you to David, Alban and Derek for preparing
and painting the goal posts. We have an inspection every year. The
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nets)
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posts have appeared on it frequently requesting rust removal and
painting so thanks you all this is now done.
The park is in Trust to the village and belongs to us all. Do use the
comfortable bench and picnic table to sit and enjoy the wonderful
view whenever you can .
Thank you. Contact Susie if you would like to be on the committee
or want any other information, hicks3920@mail.com., 01373 485099
Like so much else our AGM has been delayed but we will now hold
it at 7.00pm on May 27th in the Village Hall. Everyone is most
welcome to join us.

CHANTRY
CHURCH MAINTENANCE
We will always welcome anyone who wishes to help us with
cleaning or flowers.

Kapow Pest Control
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The rota for May is:
Date
Cleaning
01-05-21 Dee and Mike
08-05-21 Dolly and Val
15-05-21 Sue
22-05-21 Ann and Pete
29-05[21 Dee and Mike

Flowers
Val
Val
Hazell
Laureen
Val

The Mobile Library will be calling at Bullen Mead on Wednesday,
May 12th from 1.25pm to 1 50pm.
A warm welcome to Sally who has moved into Bullen Mead and to
any other newcomers I may have missed due to lockdown.

Telephone: 01373 464870, 07725 205017
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RIP
Our thoughts and prayers go to Her Majesty the Queen and the Royal
Family following death of Prince Philip, they will miss him in their
lives.
Closer to home our sympathies and condolences are for Gloria Scott on
the death of her husband Brian on Friday April 9th.
We are thinking of you and your family. Please pray for both families.
We are now able to hold a service each Sunday. There will be a
Morning Service on the first and third Sunday with Communion
Service on the second and fourth Sunday. We hope to see you there.

GREAT ELM
CHURCH NEWS
Villagers brought along a variety of “displays” to decorate the church
for a Spring Celebration for the Easter Week resulting in a wonderful
show for the Easter Sunday service led by Reverend Paul Burden, this
being the first service for over a year in our church.
Displays were wonderfully varied and imaginative proving that we
have certainly loads of talented people in the village. Has anyone any
ideas about how we might create yet another event in the church, or
perhaps in the village hall, bearing in mind that when the lock-down
finishes we should all be able to meet?

MELLS WITH VOBSTER
Nothing to report from Mells except that the café is now open and,
according to what we have heard, doing a roaring trade!

WHATLEY
ST GEORGE'S CHURCH FLOWER AND CLEANING ROTA
1st P Witt 8th J Norris 15th S Pollock
22nd J Urhmacher 29th J
Butcher.
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The church remains closed until further notice, but this rota appears in
case it re-opens this month. Services continue to be held at St
Andrews, Mells at 10.00am every Sunday, please see the website for
updates - www.mellsgroup.church
The annual meeting of the Whatley PCC will be held in the church on
Tuesday May 18th at 4.30pm
VILLAGE NEWS
We now have a smart new cabin on the parish field for village
gatherings such as the BBQ and boules events for when the weather
isn't reliable, the parish council are responsible for its running and
admin. Many thanks go to Chris White for organising it, and to all
who helped with its installation including Colin Boorer.
Welcome to new resident, Adrian Jones who has moved to Whatley
recently, we hope he will be happy here and that we get the chance to
meet him soon.
DAVID RAWLINS CONTINUES HIS HISTORY OF
CHANTRY – INCLUDING OTHER VILLAGES ON THE WAY

ANOTHER LOOK AT ASHAM WOOD
There are two paths roughly parallel to the stream. One on the north
side is the East Mendip Way, which goes mainly through Shearmoor
Wood, and goes down the stream and crosses it at the new bridge. he
second is on the south side. It is constructed on a ledge, sometimes
(about 20ft) above the stream. It was about 12ft wide (but it has been
narrowed through the centuries, by debris falling down from the slope
to the south).
See sketch on next page.
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I think that this was constructed to avoid the beaver ponds that
would have occupied the flattish grounds. The stream meanders
through it, and there are various pools and backwaters. The path
comes down towards the stream level three times, doubtless caused
by fallen trees, after the beavers were exterminated.
The main section is about 330 yards long, the other shorter sections
are about 20 yards each.
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The stream was dugout for about 60 yards above the bridge
leading down from Norris’ field. The spoils are on the bank and
form a low mound. I suspect that the labourers who dug it out
straightened the stream. Doubtless it was after the beavers were
exterminated.
One can see signs of the path below the bridge and above and over
the low stretches. The path is made up of clay, and an earth
surface.
The path following the Mendip Way had a stone surface, a fair
amount of it has collapsed. This may be due to the weight of the
stones. The stones formed the foundations. Over the stones were
laid small pebbles to give it an even surface. One can see these
prominently on the level part. There are occasional patches of
pebbles as it goes down through Shearmoor Wood. This was
possibly constructed when Glastonbury Abbey was reformed,
about 950AD and a monk managed Downhead and Whatley, so
that could have been an easy passage between the two manors and
deliver the goods to the Abbey more easily.
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(Now that there are beavers in Frome (by Asda) we can hope that
they come back and recolonise Asham Wood).
The path to the south side of the stream may be Neolithic or Early
Bronze Age. There are earthworks in Castle Hill Woods that are
dated to the same period – there is also an old quarry below the
earthworks, that may have been used at the same time.
There is an interesting feature to the north of the stream in the field
cut off by the new road. It is a long mound – about 15 yards long
and at the eastern end about 78 feet high. I have wondered what it
was made for, for a long time. It may have been made for a mill
pond, but the idea was abandoned after a lot of work had been
carried out. The stream runs in a narrow gully (or gorge) getting
steadily deeper.
An oak has recently fallen across the stream.
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